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Prepare to learn everything we still don’t know about
our strange and mysterious universe.
Humanity's understanding of the physical world is full of
gaps. Not tiny little gaps you can safely ignore —there are
huge yawning voids in our basic notions of how the world
works. PHD Comics creator Jorge Cham and particle physicist
Daniel Whiteson have teamed up to explore everything we
don't know about the universe: the enormous holes in our
knowledge of the cosmos. Armed with their popular
infographics, cartoons, and unusually entertaining and lucid
explanations of science, they give us the best answers
currently available for a lot of questions that are still
perplexing scientists, including:
* Why does the universe have a speed limit?
* Why aren't we all made of antimatter?
* What (or who) is attacking Earth with tiny, superfast
particles?
* What is dark matter, and why does it keep ignoring us?
It turns out the universe is full of weird things that don't make any sense. But Cham and Whiteson
make a compelling case that the questions we can't answer are as interesting as the ones we can.
This fully illustrated introduction to the biggest mysteries in physics also helpfully demystifies many
complicated things we do know about, from quarks and neutrinos to gravitational waves and
exploding black holes. With equal doses of humor and delight, Cham and Whiteson invite us to see
the universe as a possibly boundless expanse of uncharted territory that's still ours to explore.
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7 Books Which Our Visitor Love Too:
[PDF]

The Testaments
http://media.woobooks.info/us-1444624839/the-testaments.html

SHORTLISTED FOR THE BOOKER PRIZE Margaret Atwood's dystopian
masterpiece,&#xa0; The Handmaid's Tale, has become a modern classic—and now she
brings the iconic story to a dramatic conclusion in this riveting sequel. More than fifteen
years after the events of The Handmaid's Tale, the...
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The Institute
http://media.woobooks.info/us-1451202881/the-institute.html

From #1 New York Times bestselling author Stephen King, the most riveting and
unforgettable story of kids confronting evil since It— publishing just as the second part of
It , the movie, lands in theaters. In the middle of the night, in a house on a quiet street in
suburban Minneapolis,...
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Talking to Strangers
http://media.woobooks.info/us-1451637006/talking-to-strangers.html

M alcolm Gladwell, host of the podcast Revisionist History and author of the #1 New
York Times bestseller Outliers , offers a powerful examination of our interactions with
strangers--and why they often go wrong . How did Fidel Castro fool the CIA for a
generation? Why did Neville Chamberlain think...
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Where the Crawdads Sing
http://media.woobooks.info/us-1326615497/where-the-crawdads-sing.html

#1 New York Times Bestseller A Reese Witherspoon x Hello Sunshine Book Club Pick "I
can't even express how much I love this book! I didn't want this story to end!"--Reese
Witherspoon "Painfully beautiful."-- The New York Times Book Review "Perfect for fans of
Barbara...
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Three Wishes
http://media.woobooks.info/us-360633839/three-wishes.html

A New York Times bestseller, Three Wishes is the funny, heartwarming and completely
charming first novel from Liane Moriarty, also the author of #1 New York Times
bestsellers The Husband’s Secret, Big Little Lies, and Truly Madly Guilty. Lyn, Cat, and
Gemma Kettle, beautiful...
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The Night Olivia Fell
http://media.woobooks.info/us-1417627297/the-night-olivia-fell.html

In the vein of Big Little Lies and Reconstructing Amelia comes an emotionally charged
domestic suspense novel about a mother unraveling the truth behind how her daughter
became brain dead. And pregnant. A search for the truth. A lifetime of lies. In the small
hours of the morning, Abi Knight is...
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Vendetta in Death
http://media.woobooks.info/us-1453554122/vendetta-in-death.html

Lieutenant Eve Dallas must keep the predator from becoming the prey in Vendetta in
Death , the newest thriller from the #1 New York Times bestselling author J.D. Robb. She
calls herself Lady Justice. And once she has chosen a man as her target, she turns herself
into a tall blonde or a curvaceous...
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